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Abstract

system to have full knowledge of the domain: both its
causal structure and probability distribution over it. The
user’s knowledgewill typically be incomplete (i.e.,
subset of the system’s knowledge) and/or his or her
reasoning ability inadequate to the size of the domain. We
will also assume that some observations have been made
and these observations are available to both the systemand
the user.
In most of the literature on explanation, it is assumed
that the item which requires an explanation (the
explanandum) is an observed fact: something known, but
unexpected. The agent’s uncertainty may concern the
current state of the world or the causal structure of the
domain. It is often assumedthat the explanation should
consist of both causal and factual information. It is also
assumed that what is known, should be excluded from the
explanation--restating the obvious will not satisfy the
user.
Most of the AI research dealing with explanation in
probabilistic systems restricted the explanandumto a
subset of observations and the explanation to factual
information about the state of the world (Pearl 1988,
Henrion and Druzdzel 1990, Shimony 1991 and 1993)1.
Wecall the explanations provided under these restrictions
diagnostic explanations. The intuition behind this name
comes from medical applications--we
observe
"symptoms"and make a "diagnosis".
There is another situation, in which a user mayrequest
an explanation from a probabilistic system: A user maybe
surprised by a change in a prediction or a recommendation
made by a system (i.e., a change in the probability
distribution over a node of interest) caused by the input of
new observations. The confusion in this case is caused
either by the amountof new data or the lack of the user’s
understanding of the relationship between observations
and the new prediction. The explanandumis the change in
the probability distribution (which may be considered
generalization
of "observation",
which is used in
diagnostic explanation to mean an instantiated node). It
seems, however,that in this case we need to relax our as-

As Bayesian Networksand Influence Diagramsare being
used moreand morewidely, the importanceof an efficient
explanation mechanismbecomesmore apparent. Wefocus
on predictive explanations, the ones designed to explain
predictions and recommendations
of probabilistic systems.
Weanalyze the issues involvedin defining, computingand
evaluating such explanations and present an algorithmto
computethem.
Introduction
As knowledge-based reasoning systems begin addressing
real-world problems, they are often designed to be used
not by experts but by people unfamiliar with the domain.
Such people are unlikely to accept system’s prediction or
advice without someexplanation. In addition, the systems’
ever increasing size makes their computations more and
more difficult to follow even for their creators. This
situation makes an explanation mechanismcritical for
makingthese systems useful and widely accepted.
Probabilistic systems, such as Bayesian Networks(Pearl
1988) and Influence Diagrams (Howard and Matheson
1984), need such a mechanism even more than others.
Humanjudgment under uncertainty differs considerably
from the idealized rationality of probability and decision
theories. Tversky and Kahneman(1974) have shown that
people asked for a probability assessment rely on a limited
number of heuristics to simplify complex domains. They
also exhibit biases whichoften lead to serious errors. It is
not surprising that the results of the system’s computations
often leave thembaffled.
The notion of explanation, once investigated only by
philosophers (Hempel and Oppenheim 1948, Hempel
1965, Salmon 1984, Gardenfors 1988), found its way into
Artificial Intelligence in recent years (Spiegelhaiter and
Knill-Jones, 1984, Pearl 1988, Henrion and Druzdzel
1990, Shimony 1991, 1993, Suermondt 1992, Boutilier
and Becher 1995, Chajewska and Halpem 1997). While
philosophers have been working mostly on defining the
notion of explanation, the emphasisin the AI contributions
has been on the efficient computationof explanations.
In this paper, we will restrict
our attention to
probabilistic systems, specifically Bayesian Networks
(BNs) and Influence Diagrams(IDs). Wewill assume

1 Thereis no reasonto excludethe informationaboutthe causal
structure of the domainin diagnosticexplanation,however,as
pointedout in (Chajewska
and Halpern,1997)mostof the work
in this areadoesso.
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sumption that nothing knownto the user should be used in
the explanation. By asking why the observed facts
changed the prediction, the user informs us that although
he knowsof these facts, he doesn’t understand all of their
ramifications. Weare faced with the fact that users are not
perfect reasoners. The goal of the explanation mechanism
is therefore to find the smallest possible subset of data
(known, observed facts!) which would account for the
changein the prediction and the paths in the causal structure most influential in transmitting its impact. Wewill
call the result of this process a predictive explanation.It is
this type of explanation that we will focus on in this paper.
The two types of explanation share a lot of properties:
They both require causal and factual information and they
both have to deal with the fact that people often don’t
realize all implications of their knowledge.It is possible to
reason about them within the same framework. However,
by considering them separately, we can take advantage of
someadditional information. The two types of explanation
differ in the nature of uncertainty they try to alleviate, and
consequently, in the type of computations they require.
The need for diagnostic explanations arises from the
uncertainty about the current state of the world. Predictive
explanations are required when the uncertainty concerns
the causal structure and dynamicsof the domain.
Example 1 Consider the well-known car-buyer’s example
(Howard1976, Pearl 1988). The buyer of a used car has
a choice between buying car one (C1), car two (C2) or
car at all. Thereare several tests available, with different
costs and accuracy guarantees to be run on one or both
cars. The buyer is assumed to know the chances that the
cars are of good quality. The influence diagramin Figure
1 describes this problem.
If we found out that our friend has boughtcar one and it
turned out to be of poor quality, we might ask how could it
have happenedwith all these tests on his disposal. Such a
question could be answered by a diagnostic explanation.
On the other hand, if somebodygave us an advice on the
best course of action to take with respect to testing and
buying cars, it would be reasonable to ask why the
recommendedsequence of actions was chosen. This question would be answered by a predictive explanation. Note
that the question can be interpreted in two ways: why is
the advice good in this particular situation or why is it
better than any other (for a given prior on cars’ quality).
The explanation should be able to address both questions.
Wetreat predictive explanations as comparative.In fact,
they very often are: (1) Wecan be given the description
the state of the world before and after a change, (2) Wecan
consider two different plans of action, or (3) Wecan
comparethe prediction to the one which would be madein
a default or average case. They can be used in all
situations where it is desirable for the user to get some
insight into the system’s reasoning process. The possible
applications include medical diagnosis and decision systems and comparison of plans represented as Influence
Diagrams or DynamicBelief Networks.
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Figure1 Car buyer’s network
Predictive explanations for BNshave been studied by
Suermondt(1991, 1992). His explanations consist of two
parts: a subset of evidence variables with their instantiations that are considered most important to the prediction
and a subset of the paths from these evidence variables to
the node about which the prediction is made. The measure
he uses to judge the explanation quality is the crossentropy betweenthe probability distribution resulting from
conditioning on the proposed explanation and the posterior
probability distribution resulting from conditioning on all
of the evidence.
Our goal is to improveon Suermondt’s
workin several ways:
¯ Better computational complexity.
The algorithm works by instantiating
subsets of
evidence and evaluating the network for each one of
them. Each evaluation of the network is exponential in
the number of nodes in the network (Cooper, 1990).
get the full answer, we would need an exponential
numberof instantiations and evaluations (exponential in
the number of instantiated nodes). Suermondtsuggests
some heuristics which let him reduce this number to
linear in somecases, with someloss of accuracy.
¯ Relax assumptions about conflicts between findings.
Suermondtassumesa certain pattern in the interaction of
the influence of sets of nodes. Specifically, he distinguishes two cases: (1) one in which the probability
the node of interest changes in the samedirection given
every node in the set separately and given the entire set
(with the changegiven the entire set being the greatest)
for all of its values, and (2) another whenthe change
given the entire set is smaller than the changegiven one
of the subsets, which is supposed to indicate a data
conflict (the change in the probability of the node of
interest given the rest of the set must be in the opposite
direction). This type of data interaction is, in fact,
typical for certain special types of nodes, like NOISYOR.However,it does not hold in the general case. It is
perfectly possible for two nodes to change the

probability of the nodeof interest in a certain direction
while instantiated separately and in the opposite
direction wheninstantiated together.
¯ Moreappropriate measureof explanation quality.
Cross entropy is a function of two arguments. Wecan
use it to compare the distribution resulting from
conditioning on the proposed explanation to either prior
or posterior distribution, but not both at the sametime.
Suermondtchooses to ignore the prior.

on these paths). In pruning the rest of the network, we
would use the values from the pre-change instantiation 5A
to create the newconditional probability tables.
Definition 1 A predictive explanation X of a changein
the probability distribution over the nodeof interest 0
causedby the evidence 6B received for the set of nodes
A, ®CA,with respect to the prior distribution over the
nodes in A, 5A, is a conjunction 5xAP
x where:
¯ 5x is an instantiation of nodes in A such that the subset
of nodes AxcAis set to the values they assumein 5B and
the complementarysubset of nodes A-Ax is set to the
values they assumein 5A .
¯ Px is a subset of the undirectedpaths P linking 0 to the
nodes in A
x.
Wewill refer to the set of nodesAx as the explanationset.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section2 we discuss the issues involved in defining,
evaluating and computing predictive explanations, in
Section 3 we present an approximate algorithm to compute
explanations and analyze it in Section 4. Section 5
discusses using our explanation mechanismin Influence
Diagrams. Weconclude in Section 6.

Measuring Explanation Quality
Suermondtmeasures the explanation quality by computing
cross-entropy
of e(oIS~) and e(olsx) where 5x is
defined as above. He also computes cross-entropy of
P(ols.) and P(OL6~) where 5~ is the instantiation of
nodes in A such that the subset of nodes A-A
x are set to the
values they assumein 5B and the subset of nodes Ax are set
to the values they assumein 5A. The two are called cost of
commission and cost of omission, respectively.
The
explanations with the cost of commissionwithin a certain
threshold ® and the cost of omission outside the ® are
considered necessary and sufficient. Theyare also considered minimal if no explanation X’=8’x ,xp’ x such that
8’xC8x and 8’x~Sx is also necessary and sufficient.
Note that this measure ignores completely the prior
probability of O. This maycause misleading results.
Example2 Consider a binary variable of interest 0 such
that the probability of 0 being true becomes very high
after
we
receive some
new
observations:
P(O = true l 8,) = 0.9. An explanation X which causes the
probability of 0 P(O = true l 8x) = 0.7 would be judged
equally good regardless of whether the prior probability of
0 p(O=truelSA) was 0.1 or 0.8/ In thefirst case the
probability of O=true given the explanation is much
closer to the posterior probability than the prior. In the
second, it is farther away. In other words, while in the
first case we have a pretty goodexplanation, in the second,
this explanation is worthless. Yet they are judged to be of
equal quality.
Cross-entropy is not a distance metric since it is
asymmetric and doesn’t obey the triangle inequality. It
cannot be easily combined, i.e., given H(P;Q)and H(Q;R)
we cannot say anything about H(P;R). Therefore, even
computingboth the cross-entropy between the probability
of the node of interest given the explanation and the prior
and the cross entropy between the probability of the node
of interest given the explanation and the posterior will not

Predictive Explanations
Whendesigning an explanation mechanismwe need to ask
ourselves three questions:
I. Whatcounts as an explanation?
2. Howare we going to measure the explanation quality?
3. Is there an efficient wayto computethe best explanation?
Wewill consider each of these questions in turn.
Definition
Our definition of a predictive explanation is based on
Suermondt’s(1992).2
Let A be a set of nodes3 changed by an outside
intervention (either observations or actions). Wewill refer
to the set of instantiations of the variables in A before the
change as 5A, and after the change as 5B. Let O be the
nodeof interest.
FollowingSuermondt,and for simplicity of presentation,
we refer to the A nodes as though they were instantiated
both before and after the change. Nothingin our analysis,
however, rests on this assumption. Our algorithm can be
also used in the case whenthere is only a change in the
probability distribution caused by an intervention. In
general, 5A and 5B should be considered to be arbitrary
probability distributions over the nodesin A.
Wewouldlike the explanation of the node of interest O
to account for most of the change in the probability
distribution over O, that is, cause a similar changein that
probability distribution whenthe rest of the A set and the
rest of the network remain at their pre-change values.
Such an explanation wouldconsist of a subset of the nodes
in A, called the explanation set Ax, and a subset of paths
between the nodes in Ax and the node O. Intuitively, we
can think of the explanation X as a subnetwork of the
given network, consisting of the nodes in Ax, the node O
and some of the paths between them (with internal nodes
2 Fora discussionon issues involvedin definingdiagnosticexplanations, see Chajewskaand Halpem(1997).
3 Thesecan be both chanceand decisionnodes.
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provide the necessary information needed for an adequate
quality measure.
Intuitively, every explanation X correspondsto a subnetworkcreated by pruning all the nodes not in Ax or on paths
in Px (with the newprobability tables updated to reflect A
values of the deleted nodes). Wewould like to base the
explanation quality measure on the ’closeness’ of the
probability distribution over the node of interest O in such
subnetwork, P’(OI 6x), to the two distributions generated
in the original network, p(o16A) and e(ol 6H).
Wepropose a set of postulates that an explanation
quality measureshould satisfy:
¯ The measureshould include a cost function based on the
size of the explanation set. While we want the explanation to be as exhaustive as possible, we do not want it
to be too complex to be easily understood. The cost
function would play a role analogous to the minimum
description length (MDL)principle.
¯ The other component of the quality measure should be
based on a function f over three arguments:P’(ol 8x),
P(o]SA), and P(olSn) (for each value of the node of
interest
O).
(We are assuming that
P(o I 6A) * P(o 1 6B) This function should sat isfy the
following conditions:
¯ The function should be monotonically increasing for
0 < P’(o16x) < P(o[ 8~) and monotonically decreasing
(for someapplications, monotonically non-increasing
maybe a sufficient condition) for e,(oP6x) > e(ol 8B).
Consequently, the explanation should have the highest
value whenit causes the prediction identical to the one
madegiven the secondinstantiation 8B:
V f(P’(o[Sx), P(ol 8A), P(olS,))

* The explanation, which does not change the prediction
at all from what it was given the first instantiation 8A
is worthless--its value should be 0.
f(P(o 16 A), P(o A),P(ol ~))= 0
Wehave found no sufficient reasons for any stronger
conditions than these. Manypossible functions could be
used as quality measures. Twoexamplesof functions that
satisfy all our postulates are:
log P(O[SB)
f~ = moin1 I __ ?’(olSx)l/
log P(°I6B)
P(°~Ya)
Measuresthe ratio of relative differences.

,>,(o:,<).]
/2: o2(,P(olS.) P(oldA)
)

Measuresthe ratio of absolute differences.
Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of fl andf2 for several
probability distributions.
To composethe values of the functionffor different values of the node of interest O, we could use any symmetric
monotonic combination function such as sum or minimum.
Computational Complexity
As we mentioned above, Suermondt’s algorithm requires
an exponential numberof network evaluations in the worst
case. For complex domains, with manydecision nodes or
manyobservations, this is not feasible. But can we do
much better? If we want to find the best explanation
according to our explanation quality measure, the answer
is probably no. We conjecture that even a simpler
problem, of finding out whether there exists an explanation
with the explanation set of size k and the quality value
(measured,

6x

f(P(ol 8,), P(ol 8A), P(o[

(a)
(b)
Figure2 Explanation
quality as measured
by f! (a) andf2 (b) givendifferent prior-posteriorvalues. In bothcases, the functions
computed
for individualvaluesof the nodeof interest O. Eachline representsthe explanationquality for a givencombination
of priorposteriorvalues.In (a) the prior-posteriorvaluepairs are: 0.4-0.7(darkestline), 0.2-0.5,and0.4-0.5(lightest line). In (b):
(darkerline) and0.4-0.5 (lighter line). Notethat everyline crossesthe X-axisat the point in whichthe prior andthe explanation-induced
values are the sameand has the maximum
at the point wherethe posterior andthe explanation-induced
values are the same.
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for example, by fm or f2) above a certain threshold ®
requires examiningall possible subsets of A.
Whatcan we do in this situation to makecomputationof
explanations more efficient? Suermondt makes certain
assumptions about the type of parent interactions in the
network and uses heuristics which reduce the complexity
to linear (in A) in some special cases. As we mentioned
above, such assumptions might be justified for some
applications, but lead to disastrous results in others.
An alternative solution is to relax our requirements
either for the size of the explanation set or the threshold
value; in other words, look for a good explanation, but not
necessarily the best one.

extended explanation set (i.e., the nodes on the paths
between the membersof the explanation set and the node
of interest) will be boundedby ®. This will ensure that the
quality of the explanation produced is not a coincidence,
but it is caused by relying on the same mechanismwhich
inducedthe changein the prediction in the first place.

The Algorithm
Wewant the explanation to point out not only which of the
changes to A caused the surprising result, but also the
causal mechanisminvolved in transmitting the change to
the node of interest. In somecases, there can be morethan
one explanation of the change. Wewant to find the one
which involves the causal mechanisminstrumental in the
original situation. The idea behind our algorithm is the
intuition that an explanation that wouldmatchthe effect of
the set of all observations on most of the nodes in the
network, not only the node of interest, will ensure that the
causal mechanism involved is indeed the same. Thus we
will compute the explanation quality of the proposed
explanation with respect to the internal nodes, as well as
the nodeof interest.

Initialization:
remove
fromthenetwork
all nodes
notontheactivepaths
between
members
of the A set andthe nodeof interest.
compute
the posteriorprobabilitiesof everynodein thenetwork
givenaAand6Busingthepolytreealgorithm
(saveall the
messages
passed).
current= O

Compute-explanation
Input:the network
(a polytree),set A, instantiations6Aand6B,
the nodeof interestO, andthedesiredaccuracy
threshold®
Output:theexplanation
set Ax, the extended
explanation
set
(EES)
containing
internalnodes
important
in transmitting
theinfluence
andthe set of relevantpathsPx

Ocurrent = ®

Ax = EES= EDGES
= fringe = Q
Loop:
settheset Nto includeall not-visited
neighbors
of current(consider onlythe neighbors
onpathsfromcurrentto the membersof ,~ suchthat thenode
of interestis notonthepath.)
for i=1 to INI
choose
SEN
of sizei withthehighestEQ’(S,
current,®current)
if EQ’(S,
current)
< ®current,
exit thefor loop
endfor
compute
®sfor all s ~ S asa functionof ®current
andISl
fringe= fringe~; S
for all s e S, addtheedgelinkingit withcurrentto EDGES
current= GetNode(fringe)
if current= empty,
exit

Computing Explanation in Polytrees
Westart by setting the desired accuracy threshold ® for O,
the node of interest. Then, we examine the neighbors of
O. Weselect the smallest subset of themthat has to be set
to its posterior (given the instantiation 88) values for the
probability distribution over the node of interest to reach
the explanation quality abovea desired threshold. Whatis
more, the value of the node of interest must be within that
threshold even if the values of the selected subset of
neighbors are only an approximation of their posterior
values. Wecan figure out howtight this approximation
must be, given the numberof neighbors in the subset and
the threshold specified for the node of interest. This bound
will constitute the accuracy threshold for the selected
neighbors. Then, we repeat the process recursively for all
of the nodes in the subset until we reach the membersof
the A set. At every step we adjust the explanation quality
threshold for the selected set of neighbors (see the next
section for analysis).
In order to be able to computethe explanation quality of
different instantiations of parents efficiently, we should
take advantage of messages passed during the initial
evaluations given 5A and 8B.
Wecannot guarantee that the explanation produced by
this algorithmwill havethe smallest explanation set for the
given threshold. However,it will have another important
advantage. The probabilities
of all the nodes in the

EQ’(set,
node,
®)
settheprobability
ofall
s ~settoP(SI(~B
)
settheprobability
ofallother
neighbors
ofcurrent
t toP(t[6A)
(wewill
refer
tothis
distribution
over
neighbors
as8s)
compute
explanation
quality,
a function
ofP’(nodelSs),
P(nodelSA),
andP(nodel6B),
where
P’(nodeiSs)
approximation
to P(nodel6s)
bounded
by
GetNode(set)
find all nodes
in thesetwhich
arein Aandeitherarefully instantiatedor are roots; remove
themfromset andaddto Ax
if set is empty,
returnempty
pick a noderandomly
remove
nodefromset
if node~ A, addnodeto Ax,otherwise
addto EES
returnnode
Figure3 Algorithmto computethe explanationin polytrees.
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does not have any other ancestors or descendants in the
A set,
¯ Both neighbors belong to the S set, they have at most
one commonancestor (and no commondescendants)
the A set, neither has another ancestor or descendant in
the Aset.
In all other cases the neighbors must be combined.
To ensure the correct threshold propagation, we need to
check for the presence of loops right after selecting the
subset of neighbors S and adding its membersto the explanation set. In order to do that, we loop over all pairs of
neighbors, merging them if necessary until no change is
made.

Bayesian Networks with Loops
Howcan we extend the algorithm to work in general case,
i.e., in networks with loops? If we tried to use the same
technique, only replacing the polytree algorithm with the
cutset conditioning, we would run into the following
problem:
Example3 Consider the network in Figure 3. 0 is the
node of interest, X, Y and Z belong to the A set. Assume
that in the first iteration of our algorithm, we have determined that Ui is the only important neighbor of 0 and we
placed it in the explanationset. Then, in the next iteration,
we found that both X and Y must be in the explanation set
for the desired approximation to U~. Does this guarantee
the required explanation quality? Not necessarily. Wedo
not knowwhat the probability ofU2 given Y set to its value
from 5a and Z set to its value from 5A is. It may be very
different from both the probability of U2 given the prior
value (specified by 8A) of both parents and the probability
of U2given the posterior value (specified by 5a) of both
parents.

Computational Complexity of the Algorithm
As in manyBayes Net algorithms, the complexity of our
algorithm depends on the network topology. For
polytrees, it is linear in the number of nodes, but
exponential in the branching factor (O(NVB),where N
the number of nodes in the network, V is the number of
values per node and B is the branching factor). Whenthe
networks with loops are transformed into polytrees, the
number of nodes decreases, but the branching factor and
the numberof values per node mayincrease considerably.
In the extreme case, we could combinetogether all of the
interior nodes lying on the paths between the nodes in A
and the node of interest O and the algorithm would be
exponential in N and the size of the set A (specifically,
O(VNI~J)). Wecan hope, however, that some nodes in
network can be pruned and some loops ignored.

Figure4 The networkfrom example3.
Analysis:
accuracy threshold propagation
In this analysis, we will use the propagation algorithm
proposed for the Bayes Net evaluation by Peot and
Shachter (1991). In their version, instead of computingthe
probability of a node given the evidence, we computethe
probability of a node and the evidence. This methodhas
several nontrivial advantages, particularly for cutset
conditioning. Wewill use it because it clarifies the role of
normalization in Bayes Net propagation.
Wediscuss the error propagation in terms of the distance
(absolute or relative) between the true and approximate
probability of the node of interest conditioned on the
explanation. Weneed this information to compute the
required change in the accuracy threshold for every node
visited by the algorithm. Note that the accuracy threshold
can be easily converted into the bound on the chosen
explanation quality measure.

This problem arises whenever two neighbors of a node
have a commonancestor (descendant) in the A set and one
or both of them are put in the explanation set. The only
solution to this problem, which wouldwork in every case,
would be to combinethe two neighbors into one node (using arc reversal (Shachter 1986) to avoid creating directed
cycles if necessary). The resulting network wouldbecome
a polytree (except for the possible loops in the parts of the
networkconsidered of little importance; the loops not involving commonancestors in the A set would be removed
in the initialization phase of the algorithm). The complexity of the algorithm wouldincrease considerably, however,
with the increase in the branchingfactor and the numberof
values per node. In order to avoid this, we should not
combinethe two neighbors unless it is necessary.
Let the S set be the set of selected neighborsof the current node, that is, the minimalset of neighbors which must
be set to their posterior values to guarantee the required
bound on the probability distribution over the current
node. Wedo not have to combine two neighbors of the
current node in the following cases:
¯ Neither neighbor belongs to the S set,
¯ Only one neighbor belongs to the S set, the two neighbors have at most one commonancestor (and no commondescendants) in the A set and the neighbor not in

One-step propagation
In order to prove a bound on the size of the error on the
node of interest, we have to find the increase in the error
value in a one-step propagation.
Theorem1 Relative error in the probability of a given
value x of a node X whenall of its incomingmessageshave
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a relative error of cx eachfor every value (i. e., for every
neighbor N the message received from N by X will be an
approximation
to the real message such that
n’x(n)=(1-1-ot)n’x(n ) or ,~*u(x)=(l+ct)Au(x), O_<a<l),
will growlinearly in a with increase in iN], the numberof
neighbors with approximatevalues. Specifically

Based on this result we can compute the accuracy
bounds required for every node we add to the explanation
set, for a given threshold 19 desired for the nodeof interest.
However, the bound on the probability of the node of
interest and the evidence is not enough. Weneed to have a
boundon the probability of the node of interest given the
evidence. If 19 is the maximalerror on P(O) (the node
interest) and P* is the approximationto the true probability
distribution, in ease of the absolute error, weget

(l-a) luJ < P" (x,e)
- P(x,e) --’(l+at)lui"

e*(ol e) P*(o, e) _ P(o,e)+~) = P(ol e)+19
P(e)
P(e)
P(e)
The error term, ®/P(e), can become unacceptable if
P(e) is small and our threshold relatively large. But we
know P(e) in advance! Therefore, we can set the 19
accordingly.
A possible problem we can run into with this approach
wouldbe the situation in which a very small P(e) forces us
to set the threshold to a small value and the explanation set
we get as a result of running our algorithm is close to the
size of A.
Note that in the case of relative error, the division by
P(e) does not present any problems.

The absolute error in the probability of a given value x of
the node X when all incoming messages have an absolute
error of at most a each (for every value), will grow
linearly in cx with the increase in INN, the number of
children and parents with
approximate values.
Specifically,
[ P’(x,e)- P(x,e) (I + aINI - 1.
Outgoingmessagesfor X are boundedsimilarly.
Proof
Relative error:

Multi-step Propagation
Linear increase in the error in one-step propagation is not
good news. Such error will grow exponentially in the
length of the path and for large networks will become
unreasonablylarge. Since, we start with the threshold over
the node of interest and moveawayfrom it at every step, it
meansthat the thresholds over the nodes further awaywill
quickly become very small. Howcan we avoid it? The
hope is in having small number of neighbors with
approximatevalues at every step. For example, in case of
one neighbor with an approximatevalue, the error will be
at most the same and possibly smaller after one-step
propagation.
If the change in the probability distribution over the
node of interest is really influenced by most of the
variables in the A set, there is nothing we can do (that’s
why the problem is requires the exponential number of
network evaluations for the exact answer!). Wehave to
settle for either a very large threshold value or a very large
explanation set. In most cases, however, we hope to find
only one or two neighbors for every node on the path that
need to be included in the explanation set, whichwill let us
keep the error within reasonable bounds.

= (! + a)lUlP(x,e)
Absolute error:
]P’(x e) P(x e)l

Explanation in Influence Diagrams
It is our contention that we can use the sametechnique for
computingpredictive explanation in both BNsand IDs. It
is usually assumed that the presence of the utility
calculation in IDs requires the use of a different distance
measure, namely the difference in the expected utility
values, than the ones used for comparison of two
probability distributions. However,while the difference in
the expected utility value is the best measure to compare
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the quality of twosets of decisions, it is not appropriate for
explaining differences betweenthem. Using the difference
in EU could lead to misleading explanations, since the
same expected utility can be associated with two very
different states of the world. Wewill therefore use the
distance between the probability distributions over the
outcome node4 in our explanation generating mechanism.
In the case of Influence Diagrams,the A set will consist
of both observable nodes and decision nodes. The
explanation will be defined exactly the same way as for
Bayesian Networks and we will use the same explanation
quality measures. Wewill assume that the decision nodes
are either instantiated (possibly conditionally) or that
have a prior over all possible strategies (sequences of
decisions).
Example4 An interesting special case of a network with
loops is an Influence Diagramin which the decision nodes
are sequentially linked by the information arcs. The networkin Figure 1 is of this type. The decision about testing
the car(s) is knownto the car buyer before the decision
about buying is made. Any plan of action would have the
node ’Buy’ instantiated conditionally. Note that since
’Buy’ is not a root node, the algorithm will not stop there,
but examine its parents as well. The node ’Test’ may
prove to be unimportant (e.g., if the tests are cheap and
not very accurate), but it can also provide the crucial
information, according to which the decision about buying
is madeS. The algorithm will be able to determine that.
Also, it is possible that only the node ’Test’ is important
and ’Buy’ is not (e.g., if we are choosingbetweenthe Plan
A: "Do not test, do not buy" and Plan B: "Test both cars,
buy the one which passes" in a situation where the tests
are very expensive and the prior indicates that the cars are
mostlikely in very poorcondition).

avoids unintuitive results by taking into account both prior
and posterior distribution over the A nodes.
Wewouldlike to extend this workin several directions:
¯ Wewouldlike to obtain analogous results for diagnostic
explanations and extend our algorithm to computethem.
¯ Weplan to investigate the problem of customizing
explanations to the needs of a specific user. This will
involve modeling the knowledgethe user has about the
state and the causal structure of the domain. The
advantages of a customized explanation would range
from eliminating from the explanation the things that the
user already knows to correcting misconceptions and
biases.
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